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Abstract. Using incremental calculation methods on materialized views maintenance can be 
beneficial for quick access to views, query optimization and so on in the digital library. This paper 
presents a new method of view incremental calculation named PCA. And this method can 
efficiently compensate for the error caused by deferred calculation using partial compensation. It 
compensates only once for the data of every base table. It’s time complexity is only O(n2) verified 
by the experiment. 

Introduction 
Information integration service is current research hotspot, and view incremental calculation is 

the key point of integrated information online maintenance and real view application. The 
incremental calculation methods [1, 2, 3] usually calculate increment over a period of time. These 
methods use the base tables involved in the view definition at some moment and the increment of 
the base tables in computation time to calculate view increment. Base table increment can be 
obtained by reading the database transaction log or snapshot differential algorithm[7]. These 
methods have some problems: firstly, the incremental calculation must be in sync with the 
computing time. In other words, the calculation must be carried out at the end of the period of time, 
no delay. However many applications (such as enterprise decision analysis) usually requires lagging 
calculation. And obtaining the increment by reading the database transaction log or snapshot 
differential calculation should take time. Secondly if there is a change in the process of base table 
calculation, calculation result error will occur. Therefore, we can use the asynchronous incremental 
calculation methods, which the view incremental calculation for a period of time interval can be 
carried out after the interval. These methods can flexibly deal with the materialized view lagging 
behind the data source. And they are very useful for enterprise decision analysis, data mining and 
real-time applications, such as securities trading. 

Rolling join propagation algorithm (RJP) is one of asynchronous incremental methods[4]. RJP 
algorithm uses the compensation method to implement the asynchronous incremental calculation. 
But it may introduce new errors to compensate false errors, and may also execute multiple 
compensation leading to time complexity be O (n!) . 

This paper presents a new asynchronous incremental calculation algorithm, which is PCA 
algorithm (part compensation algorithm, PCA). The characteristics of the algorithm is to view 
incremental calculation, whenever the query a base table for computing the required data, namely to 
compensate this part of the data, the data of each base table just compensation time, its time 
complexity is O (n2). 

Relevant definition and assumption 
Database is a collection of the tables, and the table is made up of many tuples. Database data 

changes caused by update transactions, which include inserting, deleting and updating the tuples. In 
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this paper, the PCA algorithm used incremental query to calculate view increment. An incremental 
query of view V has the same form as the definition of V, just one or more base tables in V are 
replaced with the corresponding increment table. For example, if the definition of V has the 
following: R1R2... Rn, and its corresponding incremental query can be expressed as: R1 R2

a, b... Rn. 
Usually, the view increment is a combination of several such incremental query results. In this paper, 
QV is an incremental query, and QV[i] is a base table Ri or an incremental table Ri

a,b. 

Part compensation algorithm 
Part compensation algorithm (PCA) is proposed in this paper. The main improvement of PCA is 

that the data is compensated immediately every time obtaining required data by querying a base 
table for calculating. 

PCA algorithm description is given below. 
input：Q is a query defined on n base tables, told is start time of the time interval, tnew is end time of 
the time interval 
output: The increment Qold,new of Q from told to tnew 
step 1: Let Qold,new is NULL. For each base table Rk (1≤k≤n) in V repeat the following step 2 to step 
8.  
step 2: Dealing with the left of Rk. Let QV[k][k]= Rk

old,new, and j is from k-1 to 1. Repeat step 3 and 
step 4. 
step 3: Executing RjQV[k][j+1]. texec is for execution time, and assign the execution result to 
QV[k][j]. 
step 4: Compensate for QV[k][j]. QV[k][j]= QV[k][j]- Rj

old,execQV[k][j+1]. 
step 5: Dealing with the right of Rk. Let QV[k][k]= QV[k][1], and j is from k+1 to n. Repeat step 6 
and step 7. 
step 6: Executing QV[k][j-1] Rj. texec is for execution time, and assign the execution result to 
QV[k][j]. 
step 7: Compensate for QV[k][j]. QV[k][j]= QV[k][j]- QV[k][j-1] Rj

new,exec 
step 8: QV[k][n] is assigned to QV[k], and add QV[k] to Qold,new. Namely Qold,new=Qold,new+ QV[k]. 
step 9: output Qold,new. 

Performance analysis 
Time complexity 

In PCA algorithm, increment query operations of step 3 and step 6 are basic operations. For a 
base table Rk(1≤k≤n) in the view definition, the correspond incremental table is Rk

a,b(time from ta 
to tb is the interval for calculation). When calculating the left of Rk, step 3 needs to execute k-1 
times. When calculating the right of Rk, step 6 needs to execute n-k times. Therefore, the basic 
operations of step 3 and step 6 need to execute n-1 times. If the value of k is from 1 to n, the basic 
operations of step 3 and step 6 need to execute n*(n-1) times. So the time complexity of PCA 
algorithm is O(n2). 
The number of incremental tuples 

As mentioned earlier, for compensating calculation error we need to add additional incremental 
tuples to the results. And the more incremental tuples, the more the time needed to complete the 
calculation. 

For the convenience of description, here introduce a few parameters as follows. 
C: The number of tuples participating in connection. The tuples is in the corresponding 
increment tables to base tables. For the convenience of comparison, it is assumed to be constant 
here. 
J: Connecting fator. A connecting factor J(Ri, a) is the number of tuples when the attribute a of Ri equal to a 

fixed value. For the convenience of comparison, we assume that the connecting factor J is a constant 
which not changes with the base table. 
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In RJP algorithm, each incremental query will generate CJn-1 incremental tuples. However, in 
PCA algorithm, each incremental query will generate 2CJ incremental tuples. There are nC(2J)n-1 
incremental tuples in total in PCA algorithm. 

Test results 
The paper simulated calculating one day increment of materialized view a_toy_sales by using 

RJP and PCA respectively. 
Assumed that there is a database to store sales data of a chain store, and the database has the 

following base table: 
store(store_id, city, province, manager) 
sale(sale_id, store_id,day, month, year) 
line(line_id, sale_id, item_id, sales_price) 
item(item_id, item_name, category, supplier_name) 
In each above base table, the first attribute is the primary key of the base table. Base table 

“store” contains the address of each chain store and information of the sales manager; base table 
“sale” recorded the address and time of each transaction; each transaction may involve several items, 
so in each row in base table “line” represents commodity information of a deal; base table “item” 
contains all inventory information of each chain store. 

For the convenience of observation, we assume that all of the base tables are empty at 1 o 'clock 
and the materialized view a_toy_sales also is empty. In one day, a new chain open, and a batch of 
toy cars are purchased. At the same time, there were two businesses to buy the toy cars. So in the 
day, a tuple is inserted into base table “store” and base table “item”, two tuples are inserted into 
base table “sale” and base table “line”. Two tuples are inserted into materialized view a_toy_sales. 
For each case we have repeated the experiment many times and got average value, to guarantee the 
accuracy of the results as far as possible. 

Table 1 Base tables did not change in the process of calculation 
 Running Time Number of Increment 

tuples 
RJP 1734ms 30 
PCA 1469ms 30 

 
Table 2 Base tables changed in the process of calculation 

 Running Time Number of Increment 
tuples 

RJP 2297ms 114 
PCA 1516ms  54 

The comparison results of RJP and PCA are shown in table1 when base tables did not change in 
the process of calculation. The comparison results of RJP and PCA are shown in table2 when base 
tables changed in the process of calculation. From the above two tables, RJP algorithm is affected 
by base table change more than PCA algorithm. 

Table 3 Running Time of RJP and PCA in processing several base tables 
 Number 

Algorithm 5 6 7 

RJP 7128ms 47187ms 705984ms 
PCA 2422ms 7765ms 42140ms 

As shown in table 3, along with the increase in the number of base table, although PCA algorithm 
running time also obviously increase, but far less than RJP algorithm. 

The experimental results show that PCA algorithm is superior to RJP algorithms, especially in 
situations where the number of base table for calculating is more. 
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Conclusion 
Information integration services can be more reasonably and effectively organize, storage, 

retrieval and access to all kinds of digital information, and make the information being spread and 
used on the Internet. Using the methods of materialized view incremental maintenance can quickly 
access the data source view, and optimize the query process. 

Aiming at the problems, such as existing view incremental calculation method cannot delay 
calculation, calculation is not accurate and time complexity is high, this paper puts forward a new 
incremental calculation method called PCA algorithm. The algorithm use part compensation method 
to effectively compensate errors caused by delay calculation, and it’s time complexity is O (n2). 

The paper compared RJP algorithm with PCA algorithm in aspect of time complexity, the number 
of increment tuples, and running time. The experimental results show that PCA algorithm is 
superior to RJP algorithms, especially in situations where the number of base table for calculating is 
more. 
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